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New results for electromagnetic quasinormal and
quasibound modes of Kerr black holes
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Abstract The perturbations of the Kerr metric and
the miracle of their exact solutions play a critical role
in the comparison of predictions of general relativity
with astrophysical observations of compact massive ob-
jects. The differential equations governing the late-time
ring-down of the perturbations of the Kerr metric, the
Teukolsky Angular Equation and the Teukolsky Radial
Equation, can be solved analytically in terms of conflu-
ent Heun functions. In this article, we solve numerically
the spectral system formed by those exact solutions and
we obtain the electromagnetic (EM) spectra of the Kerr
black hole.
Because of the novel direct way of imposing the
boundary conditions, one is able to discern three dif-
ferent types of spectra: the well-known quasinormal
modes (QNM), the symmetric with respect to the real
axis quasibound modes (QBM) and a spurious spec-
trum who is radially unstable. This approach allows
clearer justification of the term “spurious” spectrum,
which may be important considering the recent inter-
est in the spectra of the electromagnetic counterparts
of events producing gravitational waves.
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1 Quasi-normal modes of black holes
During the long history of the study of the quasinormal
modes (QNMs) of a black hole (BH) (Regge & Wheeler
(1957); Zerilli (1970); Vishveshwara (1970),
Bardeen et al. (1972),Teukolsky (1972, 1973, 2014),
Press & Teukolsky (1973); Teukolsky & Press (1974);
Chandrasekhar (1975, 1976a,b), Chandrasekhar (1983),
Chandrasekhar & Detweiler (1975); Detweiler (1976,
1980),Leaver (1985, 1986); Andersson (1992),
Berti et al. (2003, 2009), Berti (2004); Fiziev (2006);
Ferrari & Gualtieri (2007), Fiziev (2009, 2010a),
Hod & Hod (2010),Hod (2011), Konoplya & Zhidenko
(2011)), the case of electromagnetic (EM) perturba-
tions has been often ignored in favor to the gravi-
tational one. It is considered that the gravitational
output should be significantly more luminous than the
EM one (Schnittman (2011)), which combined with
the strong absorption of the EM spectrum by the in-
terstellar medium, makes the detection very difficult at
the predicted low frequencies for the electromagnetic
QNMs. On the other hand, the gravitational waves
(GW) interact very weakly with matter and thus they
can travel big distances without getting absorbed or
scattered, i.e. without obscuring the signature of the
body that emitted them. It is, therefore, reasonable
to expect that the GW should be much better suited
for studying the central engines of astrophysical events,
such as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs).
The lack of GW detection from both LIGO and
VIRGO (LIGO & VIRGO (2010a, 2011); Abadie et al.
(2011, 2012, 2013, 2014) 1), however, forced the in-
troduction of the so-called multimessenger approach.
With it, one can use the EM counterpart of the GW
1Particularly puzzling being the lack of GW detection from short
GRBs (LIGO & VIRGO (2010b)) whose progenitors are expected
to emit GWs in the range of sensitivity of the detectors.
2emission to gain more complete picture on the event
and to improve the localization of the source and the
sensitivity of the analysis of the GW data Coward et al.
(2011); Schnittman (2011); LIGO & VIRGO (2012);
Christensen (2011); Bogdanovic et al. (2011),
Moesta et al. (2011).
In the case of short GRBs, the negative results may
be explained by a GRB-generating process which in
good approximation preserves the spherical symmetry
of the central engine and thus admits only significant
dipole radiation (EM waves) and no quadrupole one
(GW waves). It can also be due to the unknown model-
dependent ratio between EM and GW emission in more
traditional processes. In the absence of GW detection,
studying the characteristic EM spectrum of the object
is the best path to understand the GRB central engine.
The discrete spectrum of complex frequencies called
QNMs describe only the linearized perturbations of the
metric. For this reason, they cannot describe the dy-
namics of the process during the early, highly inten-
sive stage of the event, when the linearized theory is
not applicable. In EM observations, however, we “see”
only the tails of the event, being far from them. Fur-
thermore, it is known from full numerical simulations
that the QNMs dominate the late-time evolution of the
object’s response to perturbations (Berti et al. (2003),
Jaramillo et al. (2012)).
The QNMs correspond to particular boundary con-
ditions characteristic of the object in question. In the
case of BHs, the no-hair theorem states that they should
depend only on the parameters of the metric, which
means that measuring those frequencies observation-
ally can be used to test the nature of the object – a
black hole or other compact massive object like super-
spinars (naked singularities), neutron stars, black hole
mimickers etc. (Berti et al. (2006); Chirenti & Rezzolla
(2007, 2008); Schutz et al. (2011); Pani et al. (2009);
Staicova & Fiziev (2010)). It also can constrain addi-
tionally the no-hair theorem, which has recently been
called into question for the case of black holes formed
as a result of the collapse of rotating neutron stars
Lyutikov & McKinney (2011).
An interesting possibility is to find a way to use the
damping times of the EM quasinormal modes for com-
parison with observations. While the frequencies can be
distorted by interaction with the surrounding matter,
their damping times should be related to the variability-
scale of the event. Recent simulations of jet propagation
imply that the short-scale variability of the light-curve
is due to the central engine and not to the interaction
of the jet with the surrounding medium (see Gao et al.
(2011)). Such studies could be particularly interest-
ing in the case of the central engines of GRBs, where
numerical simulations although capable of describing
some of the features of the GRBs light curves (for a
review on GRBs, see Zhang (2011)), still struggle to
explain the extended duration and characteristic time-
variability (for a novel model working in this direction
see for example Rezzolla & Kumar (2014)).
Existing models of GRB central engine include a
compact massive object (black hole or a milli-second
magnetar) and extreme magnetic field (∼ 1015G ) to
accelerate and collimate the matter. Such central en-
gine can be studied approximately by the linearized
perturbations of the Kerr black hole. The spectrum
of such perturbation do not depend on the origin of
the perturbation, but only on the parameters of the
compact massive object (mass and spin). In the ideal-
ized EM case, the perturbation is described by free EM
waves in vacuum. While the astrophysical black holes
are thought to be not charged, they are immersed into
EM waves with different energy and origin. The black
hole response to such EM perturbations in linear ap-
proximation will be, then, the QNM spectrum defined
by the appropriate boundary conditions 2.
The choice of the rotating Kerr black hole, instead of
the simpler Schwarzschild case, is due to the fact that
rotation is critical in known energy extraction processes
(for example resonant amplification or the Blandford-
Znajek process Teukolsky & Press (1974); Hod & Hod
(2010); Hod (2011)). Available observationally mea-
sured rotations of astrophysical compact massive ob-
jects show that there are many cases of near extremal
values (for example the rotation rates of two astrophys-
ical black holes, Sw J1644+57 with a = 0.9M and Sw
J2058+05 with a = 0.99M Lei & Zhang (2011)).
To obtain the QNM spectra, one needs to solve two
second-order linear differential equations: the Teukol-
sky radial equation (TRE) and the Teukolsky an-
gular equation (TAE) and to impose on them spe-
cific boundary conditions (Chandrasekhar & Detweiler
(1975); Chandrasekhar (1983)). Until recently, solv-
ing those equations analytically was considered im-
possible in terms of known functions, so approxima-
tions with more simple wave functions were used in-
stead. The resulting system of spectral equations – a
connected problem with two complex spectral param-
eters: the frequency ω and the separation constant
E – has been solved using different methods (Berti
(2004); Ferrari & Gualtieri (2007); Berti et al. (2009);
Konoplya & Zhidenko (2011)) with notably the most
often used being the method of continued fractions
adapted by Leaver from the problem of the hydro-
gen molecule ion in quantum mechanics Leaver (1985,
2Other conditions more suitable for describing a primary jet were
studied in Staicova & Fiziev (2010).
31986). This method, while being successful in obtaining
the QNMs spectra, has some specific numerical prob-
lems, for example in calculation of purely imaginary
modes (Leaver (1986), p.8) and also it doesn’t account
for the branch cuts in the exact solutions.
The analytical solutions of the TRE and the TAE
can be written in terms of the confluent Heun func-
tion (for a 6= M) as done for the first time in Fiziev
(2006, 2010a,b, 2009). Those functions are the unique
local Frobenius solutions of a second-order linear or-
dinary differential equation of the Fucsian type Heun
(1889); Decarreau et al. (1978a,b); Slavyanov & Lay
(2000); Ronveaux (1995) with 2 regular singulari-
ties (z = 0, 1) and one irregular (z = ∞) and they
are denoted as: HeunC(α, β, γ, δ, η, z) (normalized to
HeunC(α, β, γ, δ, η, 0) = 1). The confluent Heun func-
tion as implemented in the software packagemaple was
used successfully in our previous works Fiziev (2006);
Staicova & Fiziev (2010); Fiziev & Staicova (2011a,
2012). The advantage of using the analytical solu-
tions is that one can impose the boundary conditions
on them directly (see Fiziev (2006); Staicova & Fiziev
(2010)) and thus to be able to control all the details
of the physics of the problem. It is thought that the
Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities stem from the fact
that both the TRE and TAE can be solved in terms
of the confluent Heun function Teukolsky (2014).
In a series of articles, we developed a method for
solving numerically two-dimensional systems featuring
the Heun functions (the two-dimensional generalization
of the Mu¨ller method described in Fiziev & Staicova
(2011b)) and we used it successfully in the case of grav-
itational perturbation (s = −2) of the Schwarzschild
metric Fiziev & Staicova (2012). Besides repeating
with high precision the already known results, we used
the epsilon-method (see below) to study the branch cuts
in the spectral problem and to show that the 9th mode
for s = −2 is not purely imaginary, and thus cannot be
algebraically special. Analysis of the potentials of the
Regge-Wheeler equation (RWE) and the Zerilli equa-
tion (ZRE) showed that its properties are due to the
existence of a branch cut on the imaginary axis for
this mode Maassen van den Brink (2000); Leung et al.
(2003). This result is directly obtainable from the ac-
tual solutions of the RWE and ZRE in terms of the
confluent Heun functions.
In this article, we continue the exploration of the ap-
plication of the confluent Heun functions by studying
the QNMs of the Kerr BH. Previous results, obtained in
Staicova & Fiziev (2011) showed that using the conflu-
ent Heun function one can obtain the QNMs to a very
good precision for the well-known lower modes. In the
current work we are able to obtain the QNMs for a wide
range of modes and rotational parameters and we show
that there is a very good agreement between our results
and those obtained with other methods. Additionally,
we study the numerical stability 3 of the solutions with
respect to the position of the radial variable in the com-
plex plane. Such a study cannot be carried out with the
continued fractions method, where the radial variable
does not enter explicitly into the equations.
Taking advantage of direct way of imposing the
boundary conditions on the system, one obtains not
only the QNM spectrum but also the quasibound
(quasiresonant) one (QBM). The QBMs form a discrete
spectrum of frequencies with negative imaginary parts,
obtained by imposing boundary conditions inverse to
those of the QNMs. Those boundary conditions can
correspond to time-inversion and are expected to be
part of the solution due to its symmetries. They can
also be considered as unstable bounded waves reflected
by the horizon and infinity. An example of the study
of the quasibound states in the case of massive vec-
tor propagating on the Schwarzschild space-time can
be found in Rosa & Dolan (2012). Finally, we obtain
an additional spectrum which is found to be spurious
with respect to the so-defined spectral problem.
2 The Teukolsky angular equations
In Chandrasekhar’s notation, the Teukolsky Master
Equation (Teukolsky & Press (1974)), for |s| = 1, is
separable under the substitutionΨ=ei(ωt+mφ)S(θ)R(r),
wherem = 0,±1,±2 for integer spins and ω is the com-
plex frequency. Due to the choice of this form of Ψ, the
sign of ω differs from the one Teukolsky used, and the
stability condition, guaranteeing that the perturbations
will damp with time reads ℑ(ω) > 0.
The TAE for EM perturbations (s = −1) has 16
classes of exact solutions S(θ) in terms of the confluent
Heun functions (for full details see Fiziev (2010a)). To
fix the spectrum approximately, one requires an addi-
tional regularity condition for the angular part of the
perturbation, which means that if we choose one solu-
tion, S1(θ), regular around the one pole of the sphere
(θ = 0) and another, S2(θ), which is regular around the
other pole (θ = π), then in order to ensure a simul-
taneous regularity, the Wronskian of the two solutions
should become equal to zero,W [S1(θ), S2(θ)] = 0. This
gives us one of the equations for the two-dimensional
spectral system defining QNM.
3Here by numerical stability of a mode we will understand that
small deviations in the parameters of the radial variable do not
change the mode up to certain significant digits.
4In Fiziev (2010a), there are four pairs of Wronskians,
each pair being valid in a sector of the plane {s,m}.
The Wronskians we used to obtain the spectra are:
W [S1, S2] =
HeunC′(α1, β1, γ1, δ1, η1, (cos (π/6))
2
)
HeunC(α1, β1, γ1, δ1, η1, (cos (π/6))
2
)
+
HeunC′(α2, β2, γ2, δ2, η2, (sin (π/6))
2)
HeunC(α2, β2, γ2, δ2, η2, (sin (π/6))
2
)
+ p = 0
(1)
where the derivatives are with respect to z and the val-
ues of the parameters for the two confluent Heun func-
tions for each m are as follows:
For the casem = 0: α1 = 4 aω, β1 = 1, γ1 = −1, δ1 =
4 aω, η1 = 1/2− E − 2 aω − a
2ω2 and
α2 = −4 aω, β2 = 1, γ2 = 1, δ2 = −4 aω, η2 =, 1/2−
E + 2 aω − a2ω2, p = 1
(sin(π/6))2
For the casem = 1: α1 = −4 aω, β1 = 2, γ1 = 0, δ1 =
4 aω, η1 = 1− E − 2 aω − a
2ω2 and
α2 = −4 aω, β2 = 0, γ2 = 2, δ2 = −4 aω, , η2 = 1 −
E + 2 aω − a2ω2 and p = −4 aω
For the case m=2: α1 = −4 aω, β1 = 3, γ1 =
−1, δ1 = 4 aω, η1 = 5/2− E − 2 aω − a
2ω2 and
α2 = −4 aω, β2 = 1, γ2 = −3, δ2 = −4 aω, η2 = 5/2−
E + 2 aω − a2ω2 and p = 8− 4aω.
where we use θ = π/3 (the QNMs should be indepen-
dent of the choice of θ in the spectral conditions).
This form of the Wronskians, different from the one
in Fiziev (2010a), is chosen to improve the numerical
convergence of the root-finding algorithm.
3 The Teukolsky radial equation
The TRE differential equation is of the confluent Heun
type, with r = r± regular singular points and r = ∞
– irregular one. As it was noted in Staicova & Fiziev
(2010), the point r = 0, θ = π/2 is not a singularity for
this equation. The solutions of the TRE for r > r+,
are :
R(r)=C1R1(r) + C2R2(r), for (2)
R1(r)=e
α z
2 (r−r+)
β+1
2 (r−r−)
γ+1
2 HeunC(α, β, γ, δ, η, z)
R2(r)= R1(r)(β → −β)
where z = − r−r+r+−r− and the parameters are:
α=−2 i
(
r+−r−
)
ω, β=−
2 i(ω (a2 + r+
2)+am)
r+−r−
−1,
γ=
2 i(ω (a2+r
−
2)+am)
r+−r−
−1, δ=2i
(
r
−
−r+
)(
ω−i
(
r
−
+r+
)
ω2
)
η =
1
2
1(
r+−r−
)2
[
4ω2r+
4+4
(
iω−2ω2r
−
)
r+
3+(1−4aωm−
2ω2a2−2E)
(
r+
2+r
−
2
)
+ 4
(
iω r
−
−2iω r++E−ω
2a2−
1
2
)
×
r
−
r+− 4a
2 (m+ω a)2
]
.
Here the general solution is constructed following the
theory of the Fucsian equations. Accounting for the
symmetries of the confluent Heun function, the solu-
tions (2) coincide with those in Fiziev (2010a)(with
ω→−ω). 4
The TRE has 3 singular points r−, r+,∞ and in
order to fix the spectrum, one needs to impose spe-
cific boundary conditions on two of those singularities
(i.e. to solve the central two-point connection prob-
lem Slavyanov & Lay (2000)). Different boundary con-
ditions on different pairs of singular points will mean
different physics of the problem. The QNM spectrum
is obtained trough the so called black hole boundary
conditions (BHBC) – waves going simultaneously into
the event horizon (r+) and into infinity – following the
same reasoning as in Staicova & Fiziev (2010) where
additional details can be found. Then, the BHBC read:
1. BHBC on the KBH event horizon r+.
For r → r+, from r(t) = r+ + e
−ℜ(ω)t+const
ℑ(n1,2) → r+,
where n1,2 are the powers of the factor (r−r+)
n1,2 in
R1,2. Thus for m = 0, the only valid solution in the
whole interval ℜ(ω) ∈ (−∞,∞) is R2, while form 6=
0, the solution R2 is valid for ℜ(ω) 6∈ (−
ma
2Mr+
, 0),
in the rest of the interval one needs to use R1 to
describe ingoing waves. When this condition is not
fulfilled, the spectrum corresponds to waves going
out of the horizon – a white hole case.
2. BHBC at infinity.
At r → ∞, the solution is a linear combination
of an ingoing (R←) and an outgoing (R→) wave:
R = C←R← + C→R→, where C←, C→ are un-
known constants and R←, R→ are found using the
asymptotics of the confluent Heun function as in
Slavyanov & Lay (2000); Fiziev (2010a).
To ensure only outgoing waves at infinity, one
needs to have C← = 0.
To achieve this, one first finds the direction of the
steepest descent in the complex plane Cr for which
lim
r→∞
R→
R←
= r−4i ωM+2e−2iω r = 0 tends to zero the
most quickly: sin(arg(ω)+arg(r)) =−1. This gives
us the relation r =|r | e3/2iπ−i arg(ω) (Fiziev (2006)),
between ω and r, which is exact only if one uses the
4It is important to emphasize that the so obtained solutions can-
not be used for extremal KBH (a = M) since in this case, the
differential equation is of the biconfluent Heun type.
5first term of the asymptotic series for the confluent
Heun function (i.e. HeunC ∼ 1).
To completely specify the spectrum {ωn,m, En,m},
for R = R2 (R1 is analogous), it is enough to solve:
C←=r
2+i ω+2ima+i ω
r+−r− HeunC(α,−β, γ, δ, η, z)=0, (3)
The inverse boundary conditions, namely waves out-
going from the horizon and outgoing from infinity
( lim
r→∞
R←
R→
= 0) give the QBM spectrum. Although the
QBM frequencies are considered unphysical, because
they lead to non-damping waves and thus to a black
hole bomb, mathematically the differential system de-
scribes those states on equal footing as the QNMs.
4 The branch cuts of the radial solution
Equation (3) relies on the direction of the steepest
descent defined by the phase condition sin(arg(ω) +
arg(r)) ≶ 0 (upper sign for QNMs, lower – for QBMs).
This approximate direction was chosen ignoring the
higher terms in the asymptotic expansion of the solu-
tion around the infinity point. Therefore, one can ex-
pect that the true path in the complex plane may not
be a straight line but a curve. In principle, the spec-
trum should not depend on this curve as long as r stays
in the sector of the complex plane where lim
r→∞
R→
R←
= 0
for QNM (or the inverse for the QBM).
Complications may arise due to the appearance of
branch cuts (BC) in the confluent Heun function. In
this numerical realization, as a branch cut is chosen the
semi-infinite interval z ∈ (1,∞) on the real axis.
Because of the phase condition, the branch cuts in
the complex r-plane, appear also in the complex ω-
plane. In order to localize those branch cuts, we utilize
the ǫ-method (Fiziev & Staicova (2011a, 2012)) – we
add a small parameter ǫ << 1 to the phase condition
π < arg(r)+arg(ω)+ǫ< 2π (for QNMs), thus effectively
moving r = |r|ei arg(r) in the complex plane.
Then the observed branch cuts are as follow:
1. For r–real, one encounters a BC of the conflu-
ent Heun function. It is a line with equation:
ℑ(ω)/ℜ(ω) = tan(3/2π + ǫπ/2) = − cot(ǫπ/2),
which rotates when ǫ changes.
2. If ℑ(ω) = 0, then one encounters the BC of the
argument-function, lying on the negative real axis
ℜ(ω) ∈ (−∞, 0). This BC is important only when
a→M when the frequencies are almost real.
3. If ℜ(ω) = 0 and ℑ(ω) = 2n , n = 1, 2, 3.., then one
can have ℑ(r) = 0 for certain values of ǫ and thus to
reach the BC of the confluent Heun function on the
real axis. This condition can affect almost imaginary
modes such as the algebraically special modes.
The knowledge of the branch cuts is critical for the
successful numerical evaluation and analysis of the re-
sults. Because the phase condition introduces addi-
tional complexity in this respect, we prefer to vary
arg(r) in r = |r|ei arg(r) directly and afterwards to check
whether the QNM or QBM phase condition is satisfied.
5 Numerical algorithms
The spectral equations we need to solve to find the spec-
trum ωn,m(a) for M = 1/2 are Eqs.(1) and (3). This
system represents a two-dimensional connected prob-
lem of two complex variables – the frequency ω and the
separation parameter E – and in both of its equations
one encounters the confluent Heun function and in the
case of the TAE – their derivatives.
Because conventional methods like the Newton
method and the Broyden method do not handle well
such systems, our team developed a new method,
the two-dimensional Mu¨ller algorithm, which proved
to be more suitable for the problem (for details see
Fiziev & Staicova (2011a,b, 2012)). It relies on the
Mu¨ller method, which is a quadratic generalization of
the secant method having better convergence than the
latter. The new algorithm does not need the evalua-
tion of derivatives, thus saving time and avoiding some
known difficulties in their evaluation outside the |z| < 1
circle. It is important to note that both ω,E are
found directly from the spectral system (Eqs.
(1) and (3)) and with equal precision. The results
are obtained with maple 17 code with software floating
point number set to 64 and precision of the root-finding
algorithm set to 25 digits.
6 Numerical results for electromagnetic QNMs
To check the precision of the method we use as con-
trol frequencies {ωBn,m, E
B
n,m} the numbers published
by Berti et al. (Berti et al. (2006, 2009)), which can be
found on: http://www.phy.olemiss.edu/~berti/qnms.html.
They were obtained using the continued fractions
method, which is still considered as the most accurate
method for calculation of the QNMs from the KBH.
The available control frequencies are n = 0..6 for l = 1
and n = 0..3 for l = 2.
We use |r| = 110 as the actual numerical infinity and
M = 1/2 as the mass of the object.
6.1 Non-rotating BH
It is well known that when there is no rotation (a = 0),
the electromagnetic QNMs come in pairs symmetrical
6to the imaginary axis ω±n,m = ±|ℜ(ωn,m)| + iℑ(ωn,m)
(n = 0, 1.. numbering the mode). In this case, the
system reduces to one equation – the radial function
(3) (for E = l(l + 1), l = 1, 2..), solved here using the
one-dimensional Mu¨ller algorithm.
In our numerical studies, we vary arg(r) directly to
find the zeros of the two equations R1(r) and R2(r) and
then we classify the modes depending on the boundary
conditions they satisfy – QNM, QBM, others. Thus,
we have frequencies in the 4 quadrants of the complex
plane, i.e. : ωn,m = ±|ℜ(ωn,m)|± iℑ(ωn,m) (n = 0, 1..).
(a) m=0, l=1, ω (b) m=0, l=1, sin(arg(ω) +
arg(r))
Fig. 1 (a) The complex frequencies for a = 0, for m =
0, l = 1. (b) the boundary condition sin(arg(ω) + arg(r))
for them. The red diamonds are obtained from R1(r) with
arg(r) = 1/2pi, the red crosses – from R1(r) with arg(r) =
3/2pi, the blue diamonds – from R2(r) with arg(r) = 1/2pi,
the blue crosses – from R2(r) with arg(r) = 3/2pi.
The results for m = 0, l = 1 can be seen on Fig. 1:
on a) the complex frequencies, on b) the corresponding
boundary conditions at infinity ( sin(arg(ω)+arg(r))≶
0). There is a clear symmetry with respect to both the
real and the imaginary axes. Also, from the boundary
conditions, one can easily differ between the two types
of modes – QNM and QBM.
A numerical comparison of QNMs with the frequen-
cies obtained by Berti et al. shows that the average
deviation is |ωBn,m − ωn,m| ≈ 10
−10.
We checked the dependence of QNM/QBMmodes on
|r| and, as expected, the modes are stable with respect
to an increase in |r|, which means that |r| = 110 is a
valid actual infinity. It also confirms that in both cases,
ω ≁ r. This requirement comes from the ansatz in the
separation of variables from which one obtains the TRE
and the TAE.
Another stability test is examining the dependence
ω(ǫ) (or arg(r)). The so-found QNM and QBM are
stable with 20 digits in certain intervals of ǫ, whose
width depends on n. Such stability intervals are related
to the direction of steepest descent, as explained above.
6.2 Rotating KBH
The results for a = [0..M) can be seen on figures 2− 7.
For the QNM modes, when a 6= 0, the symmetry
with respect to the imaginary axis ω±m,n = ±|ℜ(ωm,n)|+
iℑ(ωm,n) breaks down, but it is replaced by the sym-
metry:
{ℜ(ω±m,n),ℑ(E
±
m,n),m} → {−ℜ(ω
±
m,n),−ℑ(E
±
m,n),−m},
Thus to study the behavior of the modes for a ∈ [0,M)
for all m, it is enough to trace both ω±m,n(a) for only
m > 0 (the index l here is omitted to simplify nota-
tions).
(a) ω0,3(a) (b) E0,3(a)
Fig. 2 A complex plot of ω0,3(a) and E0,3(a).
If one considers both the QNM and the QBM, i.e.
the roots of the transcendental system in all the 4 quad-
rants of the complex plane (I, II, III, IV ) for m = 0, 1,
one observes the symmetry:
ℜ(ωI) = ℜ(ωIV ),ℜ(ωII) = ℜ(ωIII),
ℑ(ωI) = −ℑ(ωII),ℑ(ωIII) = −ℑ(ωIV )
(and analogously for E). This symmetry is preserved at
least up to n < 4 within the precision of the numerical
method.
Fig. 3 Complex plots of ω0,n(a) and E0,n(a) for a = [0,M)
the first 5 modes with both positive and negative real parts
On Fig. 2, one can see an example of the loops char-
acteristic for modes with m = 0, n ≥ 3. On Figs. 3 and
5, one can see all the results plotted together.
7Fig. 4 On the plots the real and the imaginary parts of
ω0,n(a) and E0,n(a) for a = [0,M) for the modes n = 0..4.
Fig. 5 A complex plot of all the ωm,n(a) and Em,n(a)
obtained for a = [0,M) for m = 0, 1, l = 1 n = 0..4
As discussed in previous sections, only frequencies
for which ℜ(ω) 6∈ (0,−m a2Mr+ ) and roots of R2(r) cor-
respond to black hole boundary conditions. From Fig.
6 a), it is clear that the so obtained QNM spectrum
obeys this condition. A deviation from this condi-
tion was observed in Staicova & Fiziev (2010), where
some of the frequencies describing primary jets crossed
the line defined by −m a2Mr+ , thus corresponding to
a white hole solution. For the QNM spectrum, how-
ever, this is not the case and the spectrum corresponds
to perturbation of a black hole. Similarly, for the
QBM spectrum in quadrant III, because one is work-
ing with the roots of R1(r), for ωn < −m
a
2Mr+
, the
frequencies correspond to a white hole solution, which
combined with the boundary condition at infinity, i.e.
sin(arg(ω) + arg(r)) > 0 leads to QBM. Importantly,
rotation doesn’t change the type of the spectrum.
Near-extremal regime: From the same figure, one
can see in the negative sector of the plot (i.e. frequen-
cies with ℜ(ωn) < 0), that the real parts of the QNMs
for increasing n seem to tend to the line −m a2Mr+ ,
confirming the observed in Berti et al. (2003) relation
ℜ(ω) = −m for a → M . For the frequencies in the
positive sector (ℜ(ωn) > 0), up to a = 0.4997, the fre-
quencies form = 1 do not seem to tend to a single limit.
Fig. 6 On the plots: with black solid lines – ℜ(ω1,n)(a)
and ℑ(ω1,n)(a) for a = [0,M), n = 0..2 and with red dashed
line −m a
2Mr+
for m = 1
Obtaining the modes in the limit a ≈ M could be
of serious interest, if one is to compare the EM QNMs
with the spectra obtained from astrophysical objects
but it is also technically challenging. This happens be-
cause for a = M the TRE changes its type and near
this limit the confluent Heun function becomes numer-
ically unstable since the analytical solutions for a = M
are of the biconfluent Heun type. Due to this, the ex-
amination of the limit a→M for modes with high n is
very difficult with current numerical realization of that
function. For the lowest modes, however, the function is
stable enough in the interval a ∈ [0.49, 0.49999] and the
results of the numerical experiment for m = 1 are plot-
ted on Fig. 7. As expected, for n = 0, for a > 0.91M
the imaginary part of the frequency quickly tends to
zero, thus proving that for extremal objects, the per-
turbations damp very slowly. The other two modes also
seem to tend to zero, although more slowly than n = 0.
In physical units, the difference between the 3 modes
for a = 0.4995 is only 6Hz (ω0,1 ≈ 1.582kHz), but the
damping times of the first mode is approximately 4.86
times bigger than that of the third and is tdamp0,1 ≈ 4.2ms
for KBH with mass M = 10M⊙. Note that the mil-
liseconds time-scales correspond to the usual lifetime
of central engines in numerical simulations, once again
confirming the relevance of QNMs.
As a test of the numerical stability of our method
in the near-extremal case, we compare our numerical
results with analytical formulas Eqs. 11 and 12 in Hod
(2008) where this regime has been theoretically studied.
8We considered the cases m=1, l=1, n=0..2 and m=2,
l=2, n=0 in the extremal limit a/M ∈ [0.995..0.99998].
It was found that the equations describe well the nu-
merical results, with Eq. 11 fitting better the imaginary
parts (ℑ(ωtheor)/ℑ(ωnum) ∼ 1±0.05), while Eq. 12 fits
better the real parts (ℜ(ωtheor)/ℜ(ωnum) ∼ 1 ± 0.01).
The best value for the parameter ”δ“ for m = 1, 2 is
δ =−1/2 (for m = 1 also δ =−1/2+i/10). The good
agreement of Eq. 12 with the numerical data is some-
what unexpected, since in all test cases we have equa-
torial modes (m = l), where Eq. 11 should work bet-
ter. While this behavior needs to be investigated fur-
ther, the fact that the analytical formulas approximate
the numerical results in the near-extremal regime well
serves as an independent confirmation of the viability
of the method.
Fig. 7 On the plot ℜ(ω1,n)(a) and ℑ(ω1,n)(a) for a =
[0.49, 0.4995] for the modes n = 0, 1, 2, m = 1
6.3 Algebraically special modes, branch cuts and
spurious modes
The algebraically special (AS) modes are obtained from
the condition that the Teukolsky-Starobinsky constant
vanishes (Chandrasekhar (1983)) and they correspond
to the so called total transmission modes (TTM) –
modes moving only in one direction: to the right or
to the left. In the case of gravitational perturba-
tions (s = −2) from non-rotating BH, because the 9th
QNM coincides approximately with the theoretically
expected purely imaginary AS mode, there were spec-
ulations that the two modes coincide (see Berti et al.
(2003) for a review, and also Maassen van den Brink
(2000); Leung et al. (2003)). A study of this mode
in the case of gravitational perturbations of KBH
showed numerical peculiarities as the “doublet” emerg-
ing from the “AS mode” for m > 0 (Berti et al. (2003)).
For the non-rotating gravitational case, Maassen van
den Brink Maassen van den Brink (2000); Leung et al.
(2003) found that the peculiarities of the 9th mode are
due to the branch cut in the asymptotics of the Regge-
Wheeler potential, which the method of continued frac-
tions is not adapted to handle. This result was con-
firmed by the use of the ǫ-method in our previous work
Fiziev & Staicova (2011a), where the AS character of
the 9th mode was disproved.
For electromagnetic perturbations, the algebraically
special modes have not been discussed much, because in
the limit a→ 0, the Teukolsky-Starobinsky constant do
not vanish for purely imaginary modes (in fact, for a =
0 the Teukolsky-Starobinsky constant does not depend
on ω at all, see Eq. (60) Chandrasekhar (1983) p.392)
and there appear to be no correlation between TTM
and QNM modes Onozawa (1996).
Because of the use of the analytical solutions, instead
of approximate method such as the continued fraction,
we are able to study the behavior of the modes with
respect to proximity of a branch cut. As discussed in
Section 4, we can use the epsilon-method to rotate the
branch cut in the complex ω-plane. This is because
thanks to the relation coming from the QNM infinity
boundary condition arg(r)+ arg(ω) = 3+ǫ2 π (similarly
for QBM) we can switch between ω and r. Even more
importantly, because of the use of analytical solutions,
we have a clear understanding how to differentiate be-
tween physical modes such as QNM and QBM and the
so-called spurious modes.
Fig. 8 a) The spurious modes found as roots of the system.
b) the boundary condition for them. Clearly, those modes
fulfill both the QNM and the QBM condition for certain n.
An example of such a spurious additional spectrum
can be seen on Fig. 8. In this case, the modes seem to
fulfill the QNM boundary condition for certain n and
the QBM boundary condition for other n. This makes
understanding the nature of those modes difficult. An
additional test of their numerical stability with respect
to changes in |r| shows that those modes are unstable
and they basically decrease with the increase of the ac-
tual infinity. Because ω ≁ r is underlying assumption
of the problem, we discard those modes as unphysical.
Such spurious modes have been reported in Berti et al.
(2003) without further explanation of their nature. In
our case, those are modes which are solutions of the
spectral system, but which contradict the derivation of
the TRE and TAE.
Additional spurious modes can be observed outside
of the stability intervals on ǫ for the QNMs/QBMs. For
9example, for n = 0,m = 0, a = 0, one has a stable mode
with precision of 20 digits in the interval ǫ = −0.5..0.35.
For ǫ > 0.35 the mode starts increasing its real part
until it reaches a value for which the boundary condi-
tion at infinity is no longer satisfied. We consider those
modes to be a product of numerical instability due to in-
adequate choice of the direction of the steepest descent.
Another possible reason for such dramatic changes in
the numerical stability of the mode with respect to ǫ
are that the branch cut in the radial function is moved
by the parameter ǫ, i.e. they are due to the complex
character of the used analytical functions (the confluent
Heun functions) in the vicinity of the irregular singular
point r = ∞ in the complex r-plane. Understanding
better the theory of the confluent Heun function is crit-
ical for the complete understanding of the numerical
results.
7 Discussions and conclusion
From the recent developments in the field of gravita-
tional waves detection, it is clear that finding the EM
counterpart to those events can prove to be very use-
ful. In this case, it is needed a better understanding of
the fundamental physics of quasinormal ringing. In this
paper, we offered a new approach to finding the QNMs
for the KBH, based on directly solving the system ob-
tained by the analytical solutions of the TRE and TAE
in terms of the confluent Heun function. This approach
has the advantage of being more traditional (i.e. im-
posing directly the corresponding boundary conditions
on the exact analytical solutions of the problem) and
hence it should allow better understanding of the pecu-
liar properties of the EM QNMs and the physics they
imply.
It was shown that using this approach one can repro-
duce the frequencies already obtained by other authors,
but without relying on approximate methods. Partic-
ularly important is the ability to impose the bound-
ary condition directly on the solutions of the differential
equations. We require the standard regularity condition
on the TAE and explore in detail the radial boundary
condition (the BHBC). We then can solve the system
for each of the radial equations, solution of the Teukol-
sky Master Equation and find both quasinormal and
quasibound modes, and additional spurious spectra. By
tracking the boundary condition at infinity we are able
to work with all those modes at the same time and to
obtain their spectra with and without rotation. Such
a result shows the advantage of our novel method over
more traditional methods. It also raises the question of
the theory of the Heun functions as a critical part of
understanding the numerical results.
The key results of the article are as follow:
1. High-precision reproduction of known QNM re-
sults and study of the numerical stability of the modes
in the radial complex plane.
2. New QBM spectrum, obtained for the inverse
boundary conditions, its numerical stability also stud-
ied.
3. An additional spurious spectrum found to contra-
dict assumptions of the problem and thus classified as
numerical artifact.
From our result, the numerical stability of the modes
in the r-plane turned out to be a powerful tool for un-
derstanding the results. Although obvious in our for-
mulation of the problem, such a study is impossible to
perform with the method of continued fraction (at least
not directly) because of the missing r-variable. Its use-
fulness, however, is clear, when one considers the fact
that the spurious modes evolve with rotation and can
be seen even in the naked singularity regime, where the
QNMs and QBMs disappear.
With respect to the QBM spectrum, there is a need
of clarification. The Boyer-Lindquist coordinates for
the Kerr metric have the following ranges 0 ≤ r ≤
∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π,−∞ < t < ∞. The stabil-
ity of the object with respect to perturbations depend
on the standard substitution Ψ = ei(ωt+mφ)S(θ)R(r).
Clearly, the stability condition ℑ(ω) > 0 will mean the
perturbation will damp with time only as long as t > 0.
Since the range of the t-variable includes also negative
values of the time, in those cases, we will have exponen-
tially growing perturbations for the same condition. For
the QBM spectra, however, since ℑ(ω) < 0 the pertur-
bations will damp with time for t < 0. Also, because of
the symmetries of the Kerr metric, it is known that the
metric is invariant under the changes t→ −t, φ→ −φ,
meaning that the inversion of time can be considered
as inversion of the direction of rotation. Therefore, one
can say that the new modes are not unphysical if con-
sidered in the correct range for the time-variable. A
question of interpretation is whether we will consider
the boundary conditions as unstable quasibound (i.e.
inverse to QNM) modes for t > 0 or as stable QNMs
for t < 0.
As a conclusion, the new approach proved that us-
ing the analytical solutions of the TRE and TAE, along
with the direct imposing of boundary conditions, al-
lowed for better understanding of the problem and for
obtaining with high precision both the well-known spec-
trum and its symmetric but essentially new spectrum.
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